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On March 15,2017, part of our students from the Erasmus+ programme 

„Every Child is an Artist” went to the Youth Culture Centre for an exhibition 

of photographs of students of the Highschool no.7 and their teacher Mr. 

Mirosław Gołownia. The theme of the exhibition was „P.A.S.M”-P-assion, A-

camera, S-style, M-memories. The photographs we saw were the result of 

several month of photographic work in the studio of the School of 

Photography. Teenagers presented the secrets of light and shadow in their 

photos. 

Photo exhibition „P.A.S.M.” 



The second part of the exhibition referred to 

the creative work of young people whose 

passion is photography. The photos referred 

to a wide range of subjects, showing the 

interest of youth in the difficult field of art 

which is undoubtedly the photography. 





Slendzińskich Gallery 

 

On March 17, 2017, students took part in two-hour workshops organized in 

the Slendziński Gallery. Children performed the artwork by the style of 

collography. The subject of the work was trees. Students designed their work 

- cut, stacked and glued the elements, creating very interesting compositions 

that were then covered with ink and reflected. Beautiful triptychs were 

created. The students were very proud of their work. 





On March 21, 2017, some students from the Erasmus + program "Every child 

is an artist" went to the Artistic Center of Culture "Śródmieście" for an 

exhibition of photography by Paweł Tadejka „Journeys around Podlasie". The 

theme of the exhibition covering sixteen works was „Bicycle in Podlasie". 

Bikes were "captured" by the photographer in various places, such as the 

Rynek Kościuszki, the countryside, the river, the bus. The exhibition featured 

a very interesting photo taken by the photographer with a dron. 

Photography exhibition „Journeys around Podlasie” 



 

On other pictures, the author presents landscapes from Podlasie: river 

pool , lake shore. A photograph of a young deer on one of the main streets 

of Bialystok arouse admiration of the children. The students watched 20 

photos. The students also conducted a brief interview with two 

representatives of the City Art House and they answered their questions. 

They learned, for example, that Mr. Paweł Tadejko has been fascinated 

with photography and taking pictures of interesting parts of Podlasie. 





On March 22, 2017, students went to a workshop at the Army Museum in 

Bialystok to answer the question: What secrets were hidden in the 

photographic atelier? Workshop participants learned the secrets of this 

unusual place. They also looked at the old photos and tried to read the 

history of soldiers. At the end of the class the children made photographs that 

would enrich their family albums, or encourage them to set up. 

Educational Workshops „Military in photographic atelier" 





On April 5, 2017. Students from the Erasmus + Programme's group "Every 

child is an artist" went to the Army Museum in Bialystok, where they had a 

unique opportunity to get to know the secrets of this extraordinary place. The 

students visited the museum with a guide ,where they were able to observe 

photographs and props from the First and Second World Wars. The guide 

told us about the history of Poland and Bialystok of that time. She showed 

various mannequins of soldiers: Russian, Prussian, Lithuanian lancers and 

their equipment from that period, and the formal uniform of Polish soldiers 

after the war. All props are placed on the background of the photo, showing 

pre-war Bialystok. 

Educational Workshops „History from photographs" 



Workshop participants familiarized themselves with photos from World War 

I and II, from private collections and from the collections of the Institute of 

National Remembrance. The students had the opportunity to look at the 

equipment of soldiers from the war, and also compare the uniforms and 

accessories of soldiers from various armies and different periods of the 20th 

century in the pictures. During the workshops, children were practicing 

searching on photos and maps for various people or objects commissioned by 

a workshop worker (for example , former Jagiellonia team, Ritz Hotel, street 

where the Army Museum and our school are located). The guide also pointed 

out the place of the Jewish Synagogue dome, telling a short story about it. 

Participants also watched multimedia exhibits gathered at the Army Museum 

of Photographs. 



Other attractions were also waiting for the students. They could listen to the 

old soldier's song and take a picture with a soldier sitting on a bench. In 

addition, pupils could listen to the soldiers' correspondence performed by 

well-known actors and shoot at a rifle target that was used at the beginning of 

World War II. The Erasmus students also had several tasks to do: create a 

figure in a five-person group, a war memorial, and the other groups had to 

name it. They also had to guess who might be the owner of blue helmets and 

paratroopers. „Young cadets" put on their heads real helmets from World 

War II. 

 







On April 7, 2017, students went to the workshop „On the military in the atellier" to 

the Military Museum in Bialystok. The students had the opportunity to see an 

exhibition of soldiers from different periods of twentieth century. They learned 

about the history of military who, despite their wartime turmoil, often enjoyed, 

with their families, the services of photographers. The children played the role of 

small detectives by guessing from the photographs, who were the people presented 

on it, and what their life was immortalized. Children also watched the multimedia 

exhibits gathered in the Army Museum of photographs. To home they brought not 

only new experience and knowledge, but also a souvenir photo taken at the end of 

classes at the museum atelier. 

Educational workshops „On the military in the atellier" 





On April 28, 2017, the Erasmus + project team "Every child is an artist" 

took part in two-hour workshops organized in the Slendziński Gallery. 

Workshops in Slendzińskich Gallery 



Students had the opportunity to experience creative work related to 

unusual art technique - the collage. The theme of the work was the 

landscape. Teenagers created projects themselves, then cut, lay the 

individual elements into very interesting compositions. After gluing the 

layers together, the students covered their work in two shades of ink and 

then repeated it several times using the press. In this way beautiful 

triptychs of different colors were created - urban and rural landscapes, 

European and oriental landscapes, appealing to the viewer’s imagination. 






